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DRONE RECORDS                       ҉                    NEWSFLASH                     ҉                      DECEMBER 2014                       ҉   
 
Dear Droners, here's the 7th update for this year, December 2014, the last Newsflash for this year! 
 
many HIGHLIGHTS & MAIN RELEASES for the end of the year:   new albums & records by ZOVIET FRANCE (do-LP in incredible steel-cover, with FAMP), MASAMI AKITA & 
JOHN DUNCAN collab LP,  ANDREW CHALK, CLOCK DVA 12", SUNN O))) with SCOTT WALKER, D.D.A.A., RAPOON (three(!) new albums in this list), the return of the 
mighty GODFLESH, ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO classic album's vinyl re-issues, SPK (live recording from 1987), NADJA, AMM, MACHINEFABRIEK, KEVIN DRUMM, CELER, 
ELEH, and and and=>=>=>=>=>=> 
& as usual some personal recommendations of the (ma ybe) more unknown stuff:   what we DISCOVERED: an album filled with beautiful ethnic chants: "Songs from the 
Forest" (Soundtrack to the film of the same name) & LASSE-MARC RIEKs stunning field recordings from the Helgoland-island (CDs on Gruenrekorder), MICHELE 
BOKANOWSKI (incredible great new piece on the L'Etoile Absinthe re-issue CD, excellent drone ambience from Polish TUNDRA, a most favoured new N (HELLMUT 
NEIDHARDT) LP on Denovali, KLAUS LANG LP on God Records with two stunning organ works, and highly interesting new releases by labels as MONOCHROME VISION 
(Moscow), BACKWARDS (Italy), ZOHARUM (Poland), KORM PLASTICS (Netherlands).. they all keep this "otherworld" of independent music culture alive, so check it out !!!! 
=>=>=>=>=>=> 
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!  Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL 
mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening 
to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website. Please send your orders & all communication to:  drone@dronerecords.de      
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't orde r through the website) to make our work on your ord ers easier & faster and to avoid further delays, th anks a lot !  BEST DRONES !!     BaraKa[H] 
 
 

NR.  TITLE  FORMAT LABEL & CAT-
NR  YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS  PRICE  MORE INFO WWW 

1 AKITA, MASAMI / JOHN DUNCAN - The 
Black Album  CD Tourette Records 

tourette 040 2014 

"The BLACK ALBUM shows what's going on in our heads" [John 
Duncan] - it had to happen, a collab by DUNCAN and MERZBOW 
(here under his real name] - three tracks of fringed out, torn to shreds 
noise, frequency patterns with HOLES, not harsh, not ambient, not 
droney, but it sounds mesmerizing - lim. 300 on green vinyl, unique 
'shotgun blast' covers, great album!  

€25,00 www.touretterecords.com 

2 AMM - Place sub.v  CD Matchless Recordings 
MRCD 91 2014 

recommended live recording (Lublin - Poland - at CODES Festival 
16.May 2012) with JOHN TILBURY: piano, EDDIE PREVOST: 
percussion => versatile improvisation by the legendary (existing 
since 1965!) British ensemble, who create here a composition 
coming from wonderful subtle dark dronescapes & rumblings with 
metallic sounds of all kinds, starting extremely subtle and developing 
into something "beyond" categorisation, always very focused & to the 
point !! 61+ min. 

€15,00 www.matchlessrecordings.com 

3 ANKERSMIT, THOMAS - Figueroa 
Terrace  CD Touch TO:93 2014 

meditative analogue drones based on the vintage 'Serge" synthesizer 
which was developed back in the early 70's, recorded with additional 
effects & processings & software to re-new & enlarge the sound... 
"bringing to mind swarms of locusts, distant storms and creaking 
machinery rather than 'synthesizer music' ", this has lots of micro-
details...  

€15,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk 

4 AQUAVOICE - Nocturne  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 077-
2 2014 

another project from the active Polish experimental scene on 
ZOHARUM - AQUAVOICE use tiny micro-sounds from objects, 
instruments and nature and combines it with smooth electronic 
ambience, creating a hyper subtle 'magic nature' atmosphere, very 
well constructed, dark but not doomy, at times a bit rhythmic / 

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 
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sequencing....to discover! lim. 500  

5 ARCHITECTS OFFICE - Soundtracks  CD Monochrome Vision 
[mv49] 2014 

collection of rare material by this US tape & underground project, 
(1983-1987) which developed a very unique & undescribable style, 
using lots of vocal found sounds... radical without being noisy... truly 
avantgardish and at times nearly unlistenable! 75 min. material 

€12,00 www.monochromevision.ru 

6 BAKER, AIDAN - Triptychs: Variations 
on a Melody  CD Important Records 

IMPREC 410 2014 

new album influenced by ERIK SATIE'S 'furniture music' concept, 
using simple melodic lines as basis which are repeated and slowly 
develope & enlarged, performed by various invited artists such as 
PETER BRODERICK, JULIA KENT, LEAH BUCKAREFF (NADJA), 
AKI YAKAMOTO (VAMPILLIA) and others..  

€14,50 www.importantrecords.com 

7 BAKER, AIDAN & JAKOB THIESEN - 
Mepris  LP Interior Massacre I.M. 

02 2013 

second released 'Canadian' collaboration by AIDAN BAKER (space 
guitar) with JAKOB THIESEN (hypno drums), who is also doing 
soundtracks for short films.... filed under: minimal hypnotic floating / 
impro post-rock, developing slowly & creating much subtleness and 
space... ; great cover, too !  

€20,00   

8 BELFI, ANDREA - Natura Morta  LP Miasmah MIALP029 2014 

beautiful solo-album by ANDREA BELFI, based on very spacious, 
elevating drums and warm drones with far away resonances...."the 
constant, unsteady sounds, wavering noise, swirling cymbals, and 
distant feedback gently pull the listener into the picture, letting them 
enjoy every detail of this beautifully staged compositions" 

€16,00 www.miasmah.com 

9 BELL, JAKE - Awake in my flying 
Dream  CD Jake Bell / 

Monochrome Vision  2014 

debut album of this US-project (residing in Ukraine!) doing pure 
electronic / cosmic space ambient with an esoteric touch, reminding 
on ÖOPHOI, M. GRASSOW, VIDNA OBMANA... for fans of 
GTERMA or HYPNOS labels; comes with nice oversized cardboard 
cover & full colour 8p. booklet 

€14,00 codeindigo.bandcamp.com 

10 BJERGA, SINDRE & FABIO ORSI - 
Faded Brown and Grey  CD Korm Plastics kp 3059 / 

Brombron 28 2014 

strong studio-collaboration (like all CDs in this series, recorded at 
Extrapool studios in Nijmegen, NL) by these very active experimental 
droners; floating guitars, tapes, contact microphones, organ like 
drones, crackling microsounds...moving between very mellow and 
more noisy moments... 5 tracks, 54+ minutes; lim. 300 special 
package 

€10,00 www.kormplastics.nl 

11 BLACKSHAW, JAMES - Fantômas: Le 
Faux Magistrat  do-LP Tompkins Square TSQ 

5029 2014 

ambitious 75 min. long soundtrack for the famous fifth "Fantomas" 
silent film by LOUIS FEUILLADE, performed live in Paris in October 
2013; feat. diverse guest musicians as DUANE PITRE, SIMON 
SCOTT (SLOWDIVE) and others... lim. vinyl version in gatefold 
sleeve 

€30,00 www.tompkinssquare.com 

12 BOKANOWSKI, MICHELE - L'etoile 
Absinthe - Chant d'ombre  CD Optical Sound OS 055 2014 

re-issue of the deleted Metamkine mCD from 2000 with an intensely 
waving piece based on short snapshots of vocal material, plus an 
unreleased work from 2004 (dedicated to ELIANE RADIGUE) - 24+ 
min. of brooding, breathing, slowly elevating organic drones, fantastic 
piece !!  

€13,00 www.optical-sound.com 

13 BURROUGHS, WILLIAM - Häxan: 
Witchcraft through the Ages  CD Sotpackan sp0067 2014 

recording from 1968 feat. BURROUGHS as narrator with his 
uncomparable voice for this 'dark humorous' silent cult film from 1922 
- the avant-jazz soundtrack in between is from DANIEL HUMAIR & 
ensemble  => 'Grave robbing, torture, possessed nuns, and a satanic 
Sabbath'; 76 min.  

€13,00   
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14 CARTER TUTTI VOID - Transverse  CD Mute Records 
STUMM340 2012 

a unique collaboration between CHRIS CARTER, COSEY FANNI 
TUTTI and NICK VOID of FACTORY FLOOR; very electronic / 
pulsative / hypnotic material  

€16,00 www.mute.com 

15 CELER - Sky Limits  LP Two Acorns 2A04 2014 
rare Japan-edition (300 copies) on WILL LONGS (of CELER) own 
label => washes of long synth & drone waves are taking turns with 
small acoustic snapshots of daily life field recordings; suggestive 
daydream-muzak with as strong Asian aura...  

€22,50 www.thesingularwe.org/twoacorns/ 

16 CHALK, ANDREW - The Circle of Days  LP Faraway Press FP 023 2014 

older CHALK recordings feat. DAISUKE SUZUKI performed on / 
created with field recordings, keyboards, guitar, bass & slide-guitar 
=> everyday environmentals (like in ORA with DARREN TATE) 
merge with subtle instrumental drones and sound drops, filed under: 
impressionist ambience... "A magical, captivating piece of work that 
functions like a sonic parallel to the way shooting stars grip our gaze 
in wonder" [Infinite Limits]; ed. of 325 copies  

€20,00 www.farawaypress.info 

17 CLOCK DVA - Re-Konstructor / Re-
Kabaret 13  12" 

Anterior Research 
Media Comm ARM V 
01  

2014 

the first CLOCK DVA vinyl release with NEW material in 20 years!! 
Two tracks of cold & clinic (but moving) techno-scapes, inspired by 
ideas of the Russian avantgarde (MALEVICH, MAJAKOVSKY, etc.); 
lim. 400 on black vinyl (red sleev ed.), comes with red cardboard 
poster sleeve  

€20,00 www.anteriorresearch.com 

18 CONSUMER ELECTRONICS - Estuary 
English  do-12" / CD  Dirter Promotions 

DPROMDL 108 2014 

the project of PHILIP BEST (WHITEHOUSE, RAMLEH, 
SKULLFLOWER...) now with SARAH FROELICH (Mrs. Best) and 
RUSSELL HASWELL with their ever attacking, provoking power 
electronics & ugly noise... "the sound of repulsion and disgust at the 
last 30 years" [The Quietus]; first edtion of 500 copies comes with 
bonus CD (different mix by DENIS BLECKHAM), laminated gatefold-
sleeve, 180 gr. vinyl 

€32,00 www.dirter.co.uk 

19 CONTROL UNIT - Bloody Language  7" Backwards BW13 2014 
the project of NINNI MORGIA (guitar, voice) & SILVIA KASTEL 
(voice, synth) with help of GIORGIO MANIGLIA on drums with a 
nicely industrial / noise-rocking three track 7", raw & swampy & more 
spacious & psychedelic on the B-side.. lim. 300  

€6,50 www.backwards.it 

20 CZAJKOWSKA, INDIA & SEBASTIAN 
MADEJSKI - Tance Snu  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 081-

2 2014 

this Polish ethereal duo with INDIA CZAJKOWSKA (known from a 
solo CD on Hic Sunt Leones, the ALIO DIE label) found a very own 
style within the "neo-classic / middle-age / folk" genre, with 
expressive vocalizing, elevated synths & lots of classical instruments 
(viola da gamba, piano, flute, frame drum, dulcimer, guitar, etc..); 
very sophisticated & spiritual, reminds on ATARAXIA, JACK OR 
JIVE, COLLECTION D'ARNELL-ANDREA...  

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

21 DDAA - Hazy World  CD Nefryt N 026 2014 

they get older but not less unique - lovely new album by this French 
"true avantgarde" band, confusing the listeners since 1977; on 'Hazy 
World' they sound maybe more restrained and elaborated, but still 
reveal weird beauty in these 6 obscure '(a)tonal songs & noises' ! 
51+ minutes, oversized A5 cover, lim. 444 copies 

€13,00 www.nefryt.serpent.pl 

22 DEAF CENTER - Recount  12"  Sonic Pieces 
PATTERN 001 2014 

the Norwegian duo (ERIK SKODVIN & OTTO TOTLAND) with a long 
play 12" / EP with two side-long subtle ambience improvisations on 
guitar, piano, computer & synth.... comes with special die-cut cover, 
on the collectable Sonic Pieces label  

€20,00 www.sonicpieces.com 
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23 
DERGARABEDIAN, CHRISTIA N (C.D.) y 
MILAN SANDBLEISTIFT - Lamentamos 
informar al universo  

CD-R Licht-Ung 2007 

very nice collaboration of these two Drone Records artists from 
Germany & Spain (aka LICHT-UNG and EARZUMBA), recorded 
2006 & 2007 they spread on 9 tracks a kind of obscure 'ether noise 
ambient' using electronic sounds as well as strange field recordings, 
found sounds and drone rumblings in polymorph ways, arrays of 
highly effected stuff...quite rough but beautiful, recommended! lim. 
2nd ed. of 28 copies, we have the last three copies in stock !! 

€9,00 www.licht-ung.de 

24 DRUMM, KEVIN - Trouble  CD Editions Mego eMEGO 
199 2014 

whoever knows the raw / noisy side of KEVIN DRUMM can hardly 
imagine he can become so silent, calm, and meditative.... a 54 min. 
one-tracker consisting of pure resonances & overtunes it seems, 
almost beyond ambient & drone... 

€14,00 www.editionsmego.com 

25 ELEH - Circle Three: Full Moon at 35Hz  LP Important Records 
IMPREC401 2014 lim. 500, one-sided, heavy duty screen printed cover, normally only 

available direct from the label mailorder!  €25,00 www.importantrecords.com 

26 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Arispejal 
Astisaró  do-LP & 7" Geometrik Records GR 

2132 2014 

re-issue of album from 1993 with material recorded back to 1988-
1989 - this re-mastered vinyl re-issue has four bonus-tracks from the 
"Bruitiste" compilation (RRR 1987) and we even have some copies of 
the very limited special edition (first 200 copies come with bonus 7" - 
with two rare pieces from 1988 too)... 'Aggressive siderurgical 
hammering , mechanized tribalism, hypnotic spirals.... ' 

€25,00 www.geometrikrecords.com 

27 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Sheikh 
Aljama  LP Geometrik Records GR 

2131 2014 

first vinyl re-issue of the "oriental / arabic" rhythmic album from 1991 
(CD on DAFT Records), which is now regarded as one of their best & 
most interesting ones... "Esplendor Geometrico's mesmerizing 
rhythms sizzle with corrosive noise and metal-bashed clamor; and 
the sampled chants seem positioned more as subliminals than as 
overt citations" [AQ]; lim. 700  

€16,00 www.geometrikrecords.com 

28 FALX CEREBRI - Trials Textures Errors  CD Monochrome Vision 
[mv15] 2014 

incredible experimental collage music by the legendary GRAF 
HAUFEN from West Berlin (recorded 1983-1987), who was one of 
the main activists from the very early cassette- and mailart scene of 
that time (e.g. he inspired FRANS DE WAARD / KORM PLASTICS to 
start his activities 30 years ago) => a collection of very weird "anti-
muzick" here, based mainly on found sounds loops & weird field 
recordings... restored by GUIDO HÜBNER (DAS SYNTHETISCHE 
MISCHGEWEBE) 

€12,00 www.monochromevision.ru 

29 FAUST- j US t (Just us)  LP + CD  Bureau B BB182LP 2014 

FAUST in their xxx th (44?) year of existence and they are still not 
stoppable - twelve 'musical foundations' formed by percussion, 
various other instruments, objects (like a sewing machine) and often 
dadaistic vocals, which are made for 'everyone' to build their own 
music... music that opens up rooms for imagination & inspiration...  

€22,00 www.bureau-b.com 

30 FENNESZ - Venice  do-LP Touch TO:53 2014 
10th anniversary gatefold edition of the most successful FENNESZ 
album, a masterpiece of his digitally transformed, yet harmonic, 
spheric & warm guitar-drone muzak... contains 2 bonus tracks not on 
the original CD  

€19,50 www.touchmusic.org.uk 

31 FLUTWACHT - Heroinloops  CD Steinklang Industries 
SK45 2008 

power loops & 'primitive' noise rhythms, lulling drones, deranged field 
recordings & voices with metallic effects from this German Industrial 
project, comparable to early ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO, raw & 
energetic.. lim. 350 copies, now for special price 

€8,00 www.steinklang-records.at 
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32 GODFLESH - A World lit only by Fire  LP Avalanche Recordings 
AREC034 2014 

the re-unioned industrial metal legends are back with an extremely 
powerful album (the first in 13 years) using their drum-machine 
again, so heavy & melodic at the same time, songs full of agony, 
despair, and emotion...  

€21,00 www.avalancheinc.co.uk 

33 GUDNADOTTIR, HILDUR - Saman  LP Touch TO:96 2014 
on the fourth album for Touch HILDUR GUDNADOTTIR reveals new 
ethereal qualities combining her beautiful cello-drones & overtones 
with elfin-like singing... more reduced, calm & pure as before... 
limited vinyl version now available !! 

€15,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk 

34 HASEGAWA, HIROSHI - Ascension No. 
999 CD Steinklang Industries 

SK IN 13 2008 
cascades of spacey analogue noises overstraining your nervous 
system - powerful solo-work of this Japanese noiser also active with 
ASTRO, C.C.C.C., and collaborateur of AUBE; these are excessive 
electro alarms that can only come from Japan ! special price  

€8,00 www.steinklang-records.at 

35 HgM. (Horganismo.Gravemente.Malato) 
- Martensite  2 x MC  Voluntary Whores 

[8VOWHO017] 2014 

17th release on VOLUNTARY WHORES => HgM. is a project from 
Turin, Italy, the titles refer to chemical processes or chemical 
compounds, the roaring & firing noises here sound like 
transformations of these processes, or were even recorded from 
them... inspiring concept & great results! lim. 42 copies; 2 x 'GOLD 
DUST' coloured C-30, comes with full colour 21 x 21 cover & metal 
object in bag !!  

€8,00 www.voluntarywhores.de 

36 JOB KARMA - Society Suicide  LP Requiem Records V03 2014 

the new JOB KARMA album comes with a very political approach 
and guest musicians THOM FUHRMANN (SAVAGE REPUBLIC) and 
MATT HOWDEN (SIEBEN), the sound has developed into a more 
song-oriented "electronic dark wave" direction with excellent & 
hypnotic arrangements, and vocals..lim. 300, gatefold cover 

€16,00 www.requiem-records.com 

37 JOY DIVISION - Futurama, Leeds  LP East West West912 2014 
re-issue of a rare bootleg with recordings from Sept. 8th 1979, made 
at Futurama Festival, Queens Hall, in Leeds, UK; lim. 349 copies on 
3 coloured splatter vinyl 

€20,50   

38 KAPOTTE MUZIEK - Untitled (Madrid)  CD-R no label  2014 

Material Music! 40+ min. live recordings from a KAPOTTE MUZIEK 
show in Madrid November 2012 - super minimal / concrete object 
sounds - let them breath ! Comes in a nicely textured handpainted 
cardboard cover, numb. ed. 91 copies with additional little plastic 
banderole and inlay with liner notes by FRANS DE WAARD 

€8,00   

39 KÖNER, THOMAS - Novaya Zemlya  do-LP Denovali Records 
den148 2012 

"towards a metaphysical geography" - last copies back in stock of the 
limited vinyl version, comes in gatefold-cover & runs on 45 RPM for 
best quality, edition of only 350 copies on black vinyl !! 

€29,50 www.denovali.com 

40 KUTIN, PETER - Burmese Days  LP Gruenrekorder GRUEN 
132 2014 

Austrian composer (also in => DIRAC) who connects 'sound art and 
journalism/documentation', when the used Burmese metallophones 
(various gongs), Burmese field recordings and live electronics form 
something like an abstract sonic essay, expressing his personal 
experiences (heat, sickness, fear, jungle, rain, radical Buddhism, 
rebels fighting for freedom or more rights, the sound of mantras, 
gongs, bells and the language itself..) 

€16,50 www.gruenrekorder.de 

41 LA NOMENKLATUR - Le Triomphe de 
la Volonte  CD Les Nouvelles 

Propagandes NP 014 1992 
POWER & POETRY! French Industrial band (one of the members is 
also in MINAMATA) which is nowaways active again, with early 
album for 1992; "included all the emotions of a movie like drama, 
tears, violence, fear, and decision"...  

€8,00 lanomenklatur.wix.com 
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42 LANG, KLAUS - Organ Works Vol. 1  LP GOD Records GOD17 2013 
two great side-long pieces for ORGANS by this Austrian composer: a 
massive, amorph wall of drone on Side A, whereas Side B explores 
more fragmented structures.. really intense & highly recommended !!  

€20,50 www.godrec.com 

43 LAST DOMINION LOST - Towers of 
Silence  CD The Epicurean cure5. / 

Silken Tofu stx.32 2014 

long existing Australian industrial project with JOHN MURPHY (once 
a member of SPK, etc..) now based in Berlin, who return after 10 
years with their 2nd album - feat. new members & many guest 
musicians such as TILL BRÜGGEMANN 
(GERECHTIGKEITSLIGA)... => eerie, technical old school industrial, 
refering to the towers for the dead (Dakhma) in India.... lim. 300  

€13,00 www.silkentofu.org 

44 LEIDUNGR - De Nio Kraftsangerna  CD Equilibrium Music 
EQM036 2013 

the debut album by this 'Nordic Ritual Folk' martial trio with members 
of PUISSANCE and NEFANDUS / OFERMOD; martial folk with 
ritualistic elements, well arranged with nice atmospheric parts....  

€12,00 www.equilibriummusic.com 

45 LEWIS, E.G. - All Over  CD Editions Mego 193CD 2014 

first solo album in many years for GRAHAM LEWIS (HE SAID, 
DUETT EMMO, part of DOME & WIRE), who presents here his song-
oriented side in a very convincing way, mainly electronic based 
experimental *Pop*, sometimes like a "fully electronic version of 
WIRE", hypnotic, harmonic & with an experimental edge...  

€14,00 www.editionsmego.com 

46 LEWIS, E.G. - All Over  LP Editions Mego 193LP 2014 lim. vinyl version  €16,00 www.editionsmego.com 

47 LEWIS, E.G. - All Under  CD Editions Mego 194CD 2014 

the sister album to "All Over" shows LEWIS experimental and sound 
art passion, with four very varified tracks from 'pure sound' 
dronescapes over an earplay like narrative to a very long & 
wonderful harmonic ambient piece at the end; excellent album 
reminding on the great DOME works from the past  

€14,00 www.editionsmego.com 

48 LEWIS, E.G. - All Under  LP Editions Mego 194LP 2014 lim. vinyl version  €16,00 www.editionsmego.com 

49 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled #281  CD Störung str10 2014 

quite a special LOPEZ composition derived from 'digitally distorted' 
bird recordings collected over 15 years, the clicks & glitches are 
incorporated into the sounds with very strange effect!... "the most 
dramatic antithesis of any 'birdsong' piece you could imagine"; 
comes in a clear box with white print 

€15,00   

50 MACHINEFABRIEK - Drum Solos  LP Backwards BW12 2014 

wonderful subtle tunes based on solo drum treatments and acoustic 
explorations of the 'material' (created with sticks, mallets, bow and 
tuning forks) - this doesn't sound like a "usual" drum-kit at all, it's 
more like a very atmospheric & slow version of JON MUELLERs 
electro-acoustic drum compositions... lim. 300  

€12,50 www.backwards.it 

51 MENCHE, DANIEL - Together we shall 
melt Mountains with our Blood  CD Waystyx Records 13 2005 

one of his masterpieces we think, a 49+ min pure process drone of 
higher beauty & contemplative ecstasy...only 101 copies made, 
fabric pressed CD, on the now defunct Waystyx label from Moscow!! 

€16,00 www.waystyx.com 

52 MORRICONE, ENNIO - Le Foto Proibite 
di una Signora per bene (OST)  LP Dagored RED 2014 

very dark & eerie MORRICONE soundtrack from 1970 for an obsure 
Italian thriller movie, using especially human voice (the soprano of 
EDDA DELL'ORSO) and his typical string arrangements... lim. 500 

€19,50   

53 NADJA - Bliss torn from Emptiness  do-LP Dirter Promotions 
DPROM 2014 

first vinyl re-issue of this mighty early NADJA album from 2005, 
comes on splatter coloured vinyl with unrelased fourth bonus side (a 
live version of 'Memory Leak' rec. at Hamburg Markthalle in June 
2009, when they performed with TROUM & ALLSEITS on the same 
evening!); lim. 500  

€29,00 www.dirter.co.uk 
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54 NADJA - Paradox Incubate 15.09.14  LP + CD  Consouling Sounds 
SOULXXXXIV 2014 

only 5 days after the performance in Tilburg at the INCUBATE 
festival (15.09.14) this LP of the concert recordings was released, in 
a limited edition of 300 copies with additional CD version of the same 
album included => tracks from the great "Queller" album and long 
ambient-drone passages...excellent sound quality, 41+ min. playtime 

€18,00 www.consouling.be 

55 NADJA / PICASTRO - Fool, Redeemer  LP Broken Spine Prod. 
BSP05 2011 

split- & collaborative album by "dreamsludgers" NADJA with 
Canadian band PICASTRO; incl. NADJAs side-long great subtle but 
monumental drone-piece "VENOM"; lim. vinyl version  

€14,00   

56 NEMERTIS - To where your Soul stare  CD-R Panteon PAN004 2014 

newcomer from Minsk (Belarus) with a kind of free form, mystic 
psychedelic guitar ambience & drone => everything takes a bath in 
massive delays & echos, distant melodies appear, analog synth 
bubbles and strange vintage electronics create a surrealistic aura, 
always staying in more mellow & quiet areas.. pretty nice & dreamy! 
Completely handmade/handpainted cover, lim. to only 20 copies!! 

€10,00 pantheophania.bandcamp.com 

57 NICO - The End (expanded ed.)  do-LP  Music on Vinyl 
MOVLP1195 2014 

remastered re-issue of legendary NICO album from 1974 feat. JOHN 
CALE and BRIAN ENO; this new edition has a full bonus LP with 
tracks from the John Peel Sessions 1971 & 1974, and more rare 
versions from 1974+1975; comes in gatefold-cover  

€28,00 www.musiconvinyl.com 

58 
NILSEN, BJ & STILLUPPSTEYPA / 
ANLA COURTIS - Golden Circle 
Afternoon  

LP Editions Mego eMEGO 
192 2014 

the series of 'intoxiation' - collaborations by BJ NILSEN & 
STILLUPPSTEYPA continues, this time a teamwork with ANLA 
COURTIS, inspired by their long tour travellings & little recordings 
made during it, resulting in two side-long tracks, music like a strange, 
unexpected dream....almost 46 min. in length  

€16,50 www.editionsmego.com 

59 
NONO, LUIGI / HANS VAN ECK - La 
Lontananza Nostalgica Utopia Futura / 
Nuctemeron  

do-CD  Sub Rosa SR309 2012 

a new version of NONOs last famous piece (composed 1988) 
performed by TIZIANA PINTUS and HANS VAN ECKs 'Schreck 
Ensemble' - for violin, tape and live electronics; on CD 2 
'Nuctemeron' by HANS VAN ECK, "a spiritual voyage as described in 
the text of Apollonius of Tyana (93 AD)" for voice, gong, violin, bass, 
clarinet, computer => a very intense 'music theatre' piece with 
extreme soprano vocals & visionary atmosphere 

€16,00 www.subrosa.net 

60 NULL, K.K. - Gamma Ray Burster  CD Steinklang Industries 
SK IN 09 2007 

X-RAY noise! - a very adequate title for this journey in piercing, 
ponding, throbbing & crackling electro & sine wave sounds, that 
confuse the listener with their multi-layered attacks! Nice KK NULL 
release from 2007 which has also enough room for more droning & 
silent passages.. lim. 500, recommended !! 

€8,00 www.steinklang-records.at 

61 NURSE WITH WOUND & GRAHAM 
BOWERS - Diploid (Parade ~ Epilogie)  maxi-CD  Red Wharf RW-1-01-

009  2014 
the 'final resolution' of their second collab. album 'Parade' - re-issue 
of the rare bonus disc that came with initial copies of the album, with 
this 20 min. 'epilogue'  

€10,00 www.red-wharf.com  

62 
NURSE WITH WOUND / ADOLF 
WÖLFLI - Lea Tanttaaria / Great-God-
Father-Nieces  

BOOK & 
mCD  Lenka Lente lkl-07 2014 

a book (38 pages) in French about the unique schizophrenic "l'art 
brut" painter ADOLF WÖLFLI, with additional mCD by NURSE WITH 
WOUND with the two tracks from the legendary 'Necropolis, 
Amphibians & Reptiles' LP (1986- feat. DAVID TIBET, DIANA 
ROGERSON and STEVEN STAPLETON), for the first time on a 
seperate release! Lim. 300  
 

 

€15,00 www.lenkalente.com 
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63 N[31] - Oie Kirr  LP Denovali Records den 
205 2014 

a 45 min. one-tracker (in two parts) which sounds to us like 
transformed nature forces of wind & ocean, completely drowning in 
slow & rough sound waves... the title was inspired by two only 1 
meter high uninhabited islands in the Baltic Sea; really fascinating 
drones that are as usual based on effected guitars but you can not 
really recognize the source here anymore... lim. 100  

€28,00 www.denovali.com 

64 ORPHX - Sacrifice  12" Sonic Groove SG1466 2014 
the Canadian hypno-technoid duo is back and sounds better than 
ever - three tracks of straight & 'industrialized' beats, with 
mesmerizing, almost psychedelic effect!  

€10,00 www.sonicgroove.com 

65 PANHUYSEN, PAUL - Pendulum 
Change  LP Edition Telemark 

314.03 2014 

recordings of the installation 'Pendulum Change Ringing' (Belgium 
2012), consisting of 12 Turkish metal platters being connected in a 
certain way (20 meters long row), regulated by tiny electro-motors, 
resulting in complex rhythmic metal percussion / overtune patterns... 
curious sound art release by the Dutch PANHUYSEN, known for his 
long string installations... lim. 300  

€22,00 www.edition-telemark.de 

66 PHARMAKON - Bestial Burden  LP Sacred Bones Records 
SBR 117 2014 

second album by this female industrial noise project from the US, 
inspired by photographs of an emergency surgery where she lost an 
organ, and the strange relationship and tension between body & 
mind => very authentic, personal, eerie industrial tunes with 
incredible power and emotion, expressing this struggle & conflict...  

€18,50 www.sacredbonesrecords.com 

67 PHARMAKON - Bestial Burden  CD Sacred Bones Records 
SBR 117CD 2014 CD version, same material as on LP  €14,00 www.sacredbonesrecords.com 

68 PLURALS - Bugenes Melissae  LP Oaken Palace Records 
OAK-004 2014 

the Brighton based UK post-rock/drone project dedicates their 
release on the charity label OAKEN PALACE to bees and 
bumblebees => contemplation guitar drones with occasional field 
recordings & sound effects; lim. 500 on orange vinyl, all profits from 
this release will be donated to the Bumblebee Conservation Trust;  

€18,50 www.oakenpalace.com 

69 RAPOON - Cultural Forgeries  CD Alrealon Musique alrn 
058 2014 

rare Rapoon album with special concept - pure 'acoustic' sources 
were later effected with delay & reverb to form one long "live" take in 
17 different parts => 'Trumpet, Bodhran, Banjo, Pungi, Shehnai, 
Indian flute, Chinese flute, Irish tin whistle, hand bells, cello, 
accordion, guitar, one string slide guitar, Ukelele, Kan (Tai bamboo 
harmonica), mouth harps, percussion', all played by ROBIN TOREY 
himself....lim. 300 and almost sold out at the label; US import !! 

€14,00 www.alrealon.co.uk 

70 RAPOON - Fall of Drums  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 078-
2 2014 

new material in the "classic" middle-eastern RAPOON style with a 
really elevating hypnotic mood, based mainly on 'ethnic' percussion & 
vocal material immersed in hallucinogenic echo, delay & reverb 
effects... definitely one of our favourite new RAPOON albums of the 
past years !!  

€13,00 www.zoharum.com 

71 RAPOON & PROMUTE - Machine River  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 079-
2 2014 

RAPOON collaboration with SHAUN SANDOR aka PROMUTE, 
using lots of transformed (ethnic) vocal material with at times strange 
effect, " a universe from which it may not be possible to return 
unchanged" [Linus Tossio]; lim. 500 

€13,00 www.zoharum.com 

72 RIEK, LASSE-MARC - Helgoland  CD 
Gruenrekorder Field 
Recording Series 
GRUEN 109 

2013 
16 pure high quality field recordings from Germany's only ocean 
island, densely populated by marine birds => capturing the water, 
wind, and animals (especially marine birds) of this rough place at 

€14,00 www.gruenrekorder.de 
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different locations (also from cliffs and caves normally not 
accessible); feat. a full colour booklet with extensive liner notes & 
photos...very much in the vein of CHRIS WATSONs or FRANCISCO 
LOPEZ unprocessed wildlife recordings, this is filled with a very 
personal approach, recorded over a period of 3 years 

73 ROCCHETTI, CLAUDIO - Some Songs  12"  Backwards BW07 2014 

"The Ghost of a Song" - 5 track 12" by the (ex?) 
3/4HADBEENILIMINATED member, subtle 'everyday' field 
recordings are combined with super sparse guitar tone-drops, piano 
washes & partly singing, creating a soft & silent / low-fi daydream-
atmosphere, quite special, unreal, and strangely nostalgic and 
emotional... lim. 200 copies only, one-sided, comes with silkscreen 
print on one side of the vinyl & silkscreen-cover 

€10,00 www.backwards.it 

74 ROSENQVIST, DAG & RUTGER 
ZUYDERVELT - Vintermusik  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 080-

2 2014 

re-issue of this stunning (mail)-collaboration from 2006 by the artists 
known as MACHINEFABRIEK and JASPER TX, who create a subtle, 
introverted 'breathing ambience' based on guitar drones, organ like 
sounds, piano, field recordings; lim. 400, comes with 23+ min. bonus 
track (the rare mCDR 'Feberdröm' from 2007)  

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

75 SARNO, LOUIS - Song from the Forest: 
The Soundtrack  CD 

Gruenrekorder 
Soundscapes Series 
GRUEN150 

2014 

absolutely stunning soundtrack to the documentary film about LOUIS 
SARNO, who lived 30 years with the Bayaka pigmies (a tribe of 
hunters and gatherers) in Central African Republic in the rainforest; 
this a selection from 1500 hours (!) of recorded Bayaka music => rich 
harmonic & beautiful chants and instrumental sounds ('tree 
drumming', 'earth bow', flutes..), along with nature field recordings & 
forest sounds, which fit perfectly together... comes with full colour 
booklet & extensive liner notes  

€13,00 www.gruenrekorder.de 

76 SHIVERS - same  LP Miasmah MIALP028 2014 

first release by this trio consisting of RUTGER ZUYDERVELT (aka 
MACHINEFABRIEK), dutch clarinettist GARETH DAVIS and 
drummer LEO FABRIEK - quite dark & raw handplayed experimental 
post-rock & drone-ambience, at times with jazzy, electronic and 
noise influences... this can be seen as a soundtrack to Cronenberg 
films or horror films in general; six long tracks which bring together 
lots of different elements & ideas..  

€16,00 www.miasmah.com 

77 SIGILLUM S - Studs & Divinity  CD Monochrome Vision 
[mv47] 2013 

re-mastered re-issue of a MC only release that came out originally on 
Minus Habens Records in 1989, now with 2 bonus tracks => cold & 
clinic machine industrial, dark synths, eerie stuff by this Italian 
industrial band who had at their best phase releases on legendary 
labels as BROKEN FLAG, ARTWARE, CTHULHU RECORDS, and 
MINUS HABENS...  

€12,00 www.monochromevision.ru 

78 SIGUR ROS - Von  CD XL Recordings 
XLCD609 2012 

first rare album from 1997, darker & more experimental than 
nowadays => hyper-spheric & free floating dronescapes 
(instrumental sounds, field recordings) with multi-layered elfin-vocals 
+ tracks that sound already song-oriented like a raw version of the 
typical later SIGUR ROS sound.... great album, available again !  

€14,00 www.xl-recordings.com 

79 SPK - Paradiso  CD Therapeutic/Adverse 
Recordings OPSPK 3 2014 

unreleased live material from May 1987, recorded at the 'Paradiso' in 
Amsterdam during the "Zamia Lehmanni" tour; a 24 track digital 
soundboard recording, great quality, feat. also tracks from the "Off 
the Deep End" 12" and "Oceania" LP; 10 tracks / 66 min.  

€13,00   
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80 TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - Hysterie Off 
Music  LP Holidays Records HOL 

074 2014 

"emotional psalms and shamanic hymns" - first vinyl re-issue of 
album from 2007 which marked TAZARTES 'return' after many 
years, using different instrumental means as before (wild guitar-
samples, synths, chansons), always characterized by TAZARTES 
distinctive vocals, pathetic, melancholic, but also completely manic 
and 'crazy'.. lim. 350  

€18,50 www.holidaysrecords.it 

81 TELETOPA - Tokyo 1972  3 x LP Split Splitre23 2014 

Australian electro-acoustic improvisation group around DAVID 
AHERN (who studied with STOCKHAUSEN and CORNELIUS 
CARDEW) with never relesaed before recordings made in Tokyo for 
a radio session in 1972 => a perfected form of levitated experimental 
impro, reminding on AMM or GRUPPO DI IMPROVVISAZIONE 
NUOVA CONSONANZA , a lost gem of early radical free sound 
improvisation; comes with big poster-cover, lim. 300 copies 

€38,50 www.splitrec.com 

82 TOBACCONISTS - A Secret Place  LP A Giant Fern AGF16 / 
Fabrica FABREC028 2014 

the old smokers analogue paradise? Lovely second LP by this 
creative outlet of SCOTT FOUST (IDEA FIRE COMPANY) and 
FRANS DE WAARD (BEEQUEEN, KAPOTTE MUZIEK, 
FREIBAND), 'old school' experimental ambience with additional bass 
guitar, drumbox, shortwave sounds... lim. 300 on green vinyl 

€15,00 fabrica.bigcartel.com 

83 TOBACCONISTS - The Ultra Eczema 
Sessions  MC Powdered Heart 

Records ph06 2014 C-30 with 6 new pieces, recorded spontaneously at the Ultra Eczema 
Studios in Antwerpen, Belgium, on April 9, 2012 €7,50 powderedheartsrecords.bandcamp.com 

84 TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - 
Perfection & Permanence  LP Cold Spring Records 

CSR198LP 2014 

the cold sound of death ! - if you want it really completely dark & 
sinister, filled with apocalyptic & esoteric / religious visions, this 
Swedish Death & Ritual Industrial project that gained cult status very 
quickly is the right 'medicine' for you! Lim. vinyl version available on 
black and white vinyl  

€16,00 www.coldspring.co.uk 

85 TUNDRA - Tajnie i Glebie  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 076-
2 2014 

debut album of a Polish experimental/electronic duo who worked with 
the legendary KARPATY MAGICZNE before; inspired by "Space" in 
physical & spritual way, they use samples, field recordings and 
instrumental sounds (like flutes, bells, rattles, harmonica, cymbals, 
guitar) for their remarkable rough & fragile music, ranging from 
claustrophobic pulsing drone ambience to dense melancholic tunes 
=> creates a very special atmosphere, not from this world, highly 
recommended!  

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

86 UMPIO & IRR.APP.(ext.) - Observation 
affects the Outcome  CD Monochrome Vision 

[mv48] 2014 

first collab by MATT WALDRONS surrealistic aural vehicle with the 
(for us) unknown Finnish UMPIO (who calls his style 'Junkyard 
Elektroautistix') - and again the outcome is a kind of brooding 
"mystery-noise", quite massive hiss- & dronescapes parfumed with 
unrealness... very different from other IRR.APP.(ext) works, and 
highly recommendable! Lim. 500  

€12,00 www.monochromevision.ru 

87 VAINIO, MIKA (aka Ø) - Konstellaatio  do-LP Sähko Recordings 
SÄHKÖ 28 2014 

new "Ø" album on the legendary SÄHKO label, after the strong "Kilo" 
from last year, returning to more slow ambient & refined electronic 
(pure analogue) areas, strong and clear like a sunny Finnish winter 
day...."luminous and eerie, the sort of liminal record where the pretty 
sounds elicit goose bumps and the grimmest tones feel like 
exhalations" [Pitchfork] 

 

€27,50 www.sahkorecordings.com 
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88 VOWINCKEL, ANTJE - Terra Prosodia  CD Gruenrekorder Sound 
Art Series GRUEN 125 2014 

fascinating sound art composition using lots of amazing 'language 
material' - different rare European dialects like Rumansch, Provencal 
and Wallis-Deutsch, with a certain focus on the melodic vibrations 
and the prosody of the speeches, somehow formed like the 
landscapes the speakers come from....the original material is 
processed, at times alienated / cut up & garnished with sparse 
electronic and strange concrete sounds...  

€13,00 www.gruenrekorder.de 

89 V.A. - Musics in the Margin Vol. 3 : 
Inside Out Music  CD Sub Rosa SR393 2014 

the series of bewildering anti- and outsider music continues, truly 
unknown artists are presented again with often multiple tracks: 
AIDAN WALSH (who calls himself 'Master of the Universe'), DION 
McGREGOR, COSMIC DENNIS GREENIDGE ('Spaghetti Yeti'), 
PNEUMERSHONIC, STEVE WALLIS, SPEEDY (the man who sings 
faster than his tourette-syndrome), etc... discover the 'primitive', anti-
professional, discover the deviation !!  

€13,00 www.subrosa.net 

90 V.A. - MV X : Monochrome Visions 
2004 - 2014  3 x CD  Monochrome Vision 

[mv50] 2014 

the 10th anniversary of this important Russian label is celebrated 
with this crazy compilation containing 48 exclusive tracks from all so 
far appearing artists of the label (almost 4 hours of music), we can 
only name few: CISFINITUM, VOX POPULI, ASMUS TIETCHENS, 
BARDOSENETICCUBE, FRANCISCO LOPEZ, TBC, IF BWANA, 
ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE, MAURIZIO BIANCHI.... everything 
from past & present combined, sound collages, post industrial, 
musique concrete, etc. etc. fantastic !!  

€20,00 www.monochromevision.ru 

91 WALKER, SCOTT & SUNN O))) - 
Soused  CD  4AD CAD 3428CD 2014 the CD version comes with 16 page booklet  €16,50 www.4ad.com 

92 WALKER, SCOTT & SUNN O))) - 
Soused  do-LP 4AD CAD 3428 2014 

amazing & highly praised new SUNN O))) collab with the dramatic 
singer/songwriter SCOTT WALKER, surprising on many levels - like 
a collision of completely different worlds, building a new planet... 
"Most definitely a twisted outsider masterpiece" [Aquarius Records]; 
the lim. vinyl version comes in a luxus gatefold cover with printed 
lyrics 

€29,00 www.4ad.com 

93 ZOVIET FRANCE & FOSSIL AEROSOL 
MINING PROJECT - Patina Pooling  

do-LP / 
object Alt Vinyl av052 2014 

a new masterpiece by Z.F. (in collab with FAMP), both acoustically & 
from the packaging: this comes in very heavy (2 kg!) laser etched 
steel sleeves, which show signs of oxidation and weathering, along 
with "an insert and a swatch of synthetic fabric that has been 
damaged by water, smoke and UV light; taken from a burnt out 
warehouse in the US Midwest in june, 1987"; lim. 350 copies, each 
object cover is unique and oversized !! 

€69,00 www.altvinyl.com 
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